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Introduction. The entire functions of a complex variable which are the subject

of this paper might be considered as a class of integral valued entire functions. The

functions we study are those which, together with all of their derivatives, take on

Gaussian integer values on a finite point set in the plane. An example of this type

of function is/(z) = exp z(z—1) which, along with its derivatives, is integral at

z = 0 and z= 1.

Work has been done to establish lower bounds for the order and type for such

transcendental entire functions by Straus [1] and in this paper we further clarify

the relationship between the order of the function and the corresponding point set

by using methods similar to those used in the study of integral valued entire func-

tions. We consider the scale of possible values for p and observe that it contains

certain critical values. Functions with order less than one are polynomials while

there may exist transcendental functions of order greater than or equal to one. We

define pc to be a number, greater than or equal to one, with the property that there

are no functions with order between one and pc. Lower bounds for the value of pc

are obtained for certain types of point set and our conjecture is that pc is equal to s,

the number of points in the set, in general(2). The number s is also critical and for a

fixed value of j the number of possible functions with order less than s is countable

while the number with any given order greater than or equal to s is uncountable.

We show that if t such functions, all of order no greater than p, take on, together

with all of their derivatives, Gaussian integer values on a set of j points, then, if p

is less than s — [(s— l)\/s/(s+t)112] there exist t linear differential operators with

integral coefficients, Lu..., Lt, such that L1f1+ ■ ■ ■ +Ltft=0. We also find that if t

such functions have order at most p where p is less than s(l — 1/i) then they are

algebraically dependent.

We investigate the characteristics of certain differential rings that these functions

might belong to. In particular we look at a differential ring of entire functions with
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the properties that each element satisfies a linear differential equation with constant

coefficients and the degree of transcendentality is one. We show that it is either a

ring of polynomials or that each element of this ring is a linear combination of

exponentials of the form exp (rßz) where r is rational and ß is a constant, fixed for

the ring. Also if the ring contains a transcendental integral valued function of our

type we see that ß is either a rational integer or the square root of a rational

integer.

I. Order. Let/(z) be entire and suppose that there exists a positive number A

such that/(z) = 0(exp rA) as \z\ = r -> oo. Let p be the greatest lower bound of the

set of such numbers A. Then p is the order of/(z). Thus, p is the least number for

which f(z) — 0(exp rp+s) for all $ > 0 as r -> oo, or, equivalently,

,. log log M(r)

"-¿g"*      log/

where

M{r) = max \f(z)\.

In a sense, this subject begins with a theorem by Pólya [2] which was proved by

Hardy [3]. It is

Theorem 1.1. Iff(z) is an entire function satisfying the condition

.. logM(r)      ,     .
hm sup —2—— < log 2

r-* oo r

and z//(0),/(l),... are integers, then f(z) is a polynomial.

In [4] T. Schneider has proved a comprehensive theorem on integral valued

functions which states that under certain complicated conditions a set of n mero-

morphic functions is algebraically dependent. Although this theorem is not used

directly, the method of proof underlies that one used in proving the major theorems

of this paper.

Several theorems in a paper by Straus [1] are of particular interest to us and in

essence form a background for this present work. The first of these, due to Pólya

and Kakeya [5], [6] is as follows:

Lemma 1.2. If f(z) is a transcendental entire function and /<n)(0) is integral for

«=0, 1,... thenf(z) is at least of order 1 type 1.

The proof of the portion of this theorem involving order will be reproduced

from [1] here to illustrate the general way in which the condition of integral value

is used throughout this paper.

Proof. Let/(z) = 2"=i cnzn. Then/<n)(0)=«!cn and hence cn = an/«! where an is

integral. Thus we have either cn = 0 or |c„| = 1/n!. Since/(z) is not a polynomial,
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there exists an infinite sequence of« for which the latter inequality holds. The order

p is given by

.. « log«    .   ,. «log«      ,
p = hm sup —;—-,—r = hm sup -.—^-r = 1.

n-*a, -log |C„|        n^oo log«!

The second theorem, which is given as Theorem 1 of [1] is

Theorem 1.3. If f(z) is a transcendental entire function and/n)(z) is integral for

z = 0,..., s— 1 ; « = 0, 1,... then f(z) is at least of order s type [(s— l)!]"2.

It is this estimate of the order of/(z) that gives rise to the first question, which is:

what effect would the removal of the constraint that the set of points at which the

function is integral valued be integers have on the conclusion ? In order to attempt

to answer this question and to generally clarify the relationship between the order

and the number s, we will need the following theorem.

Theorem 1.4. Let f(z) be an entire function and let {z¡}; i= 1,..., s be a finite set

of points. Thenf(z) can be represented by a series of the form

(1.1)     /(z)=       2        am(z-zi)k^...(z-zn)k + \z-zn+i)k---(z-zs)k
m = 0;m = ks + n

where 1 S«^i, k = 0, 1,....

Proof. For the sake of convenience we write zm = zn for m = « (mod s), l^nSs,

so that (1.1) becomes

/(z) = 2 amfl (z-z,).
m=0        «=1

Now we have

<L2> F=i " 5 ÍI 7=7 7=hi+ ri 7=7-ï=7M=lV=l V'        x«+l u = l »

This is proved by induction. For m = 0 we have

J_z-Zj ,,.       1
t-Z        (t-Zi)(t-z)     t-Zi

If (1.2) holds for m then it holds for m +1 if we replace the factor l/(r—z) in the last

term by the equivalent expression

1 Z-Zm+l

t-Zm+1     (t-Zm+i)(t-z)
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Now let C be the contour |f j =r with r> |zt|, z'= 1,..., s. By Cauchy's theorem

we have for \z\ <r

*» - èiiM* - .1Û (z-z>) ¿ J>S ('-z'r ' *

m fi

2 o, r i (^-zv)+Fm

Í-Z

(1 = 0 v=l

where

and

"•-¿//(')n('-z-)"''*

*-¿J>ri,^£
We now estimate Fm, choosing r so large that r>5 max {|z|, |zj.|,..., |zs|}. Then

for \t\=r we have \t — z\>r/2 and \t — zi\>2\z — zl\, i=l,...,s. Now, if M(r)

= maxU|=r |/(0| we have

IFJ ^
1 /* m + 1

J i/oí nj    «=i
z-zu

t—z„ t-z
\dt\

è 2-(m + 1)M(r)^- = yVf(/-)2-"'->0   asnz^oo.
Z7T     /"

Therefore

f(z) = a0 + a1(z-z1)+ • • ■ +aks+n(z-zx)k + 1- ■ ■

(z-zn)k + 1(z-zn+1)k- ■ -(z-zs)k+ ■ ■ •.

We have seen by means of Lemma 1.2 that if the order p of one of our functions

is less than one then the function is a polynomial. We will now use Theorem 1.4

to establish another critical point in the range of values of p. Suppose we have the

family Fsp of functions of order at most p so that at some s points they and all of

their derivatives are Gaussian integer valued. We can show that if />< j then Fsp is

countable and if p = í then Fsp is uncountable. This means that we cannot hope to

characterize functions of order greater than or equal to s by means of any condition

of a countable type. For example, we cannot say that such a function must satisfy

some algebraic differential equation with integer coefficients.

In order to prove this, let/(z) be entire and together with all of its derivatives take

on Gaussian integer values on the point set {z,}; z'=l,...,i. Using the series

representation (1.1) of Theorem 1.4, we get
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/<m)(zn) =Pms+n-i + ams+n-iml(zn- ZiT + 1---

(zn - Zn . i)m + \zn -zn+i)m--- (zn - zs)m

=    "fflS + Tl-lTimS+n-1,

where Pma+n_i includes only terms a¡ with i<ms+n-l. We will show that when

/(z) is of order p and p<s we have iFm,.,.,,.!! < 1/2 if m is sufficiently large and

therefore

|/<m>(Zn)-FnS + n-l|   <   1/2.

Now since/m)(zn) is a Gaussian integer and the value of Fms+n_i is determined

by the choice of the ms+n — l coefficients preceding flms+B_i we have only one

possible choice for the value of/<m>(z„) once the values au, p.<ms+n-1 have been

chosen. This in turn determines the value of am5+n_i.

Thus we see that the function/(z) is completely determined after a finite number

of the coefficients in its series expansion have been chosen. This also means that a

function /(z) is completely determined after the values have been chosen for a

finite number of its derivatives, and since these are all integers we can have at most

countably many different functions.

We will also show that for every p with p^swe can pick families of sequences of

coefficients at so that we have at least two choices for each a¡ and so that the /(z)

given by (1.1) are of order p and have integer valued derivatives of all orders at

z1;..., zs.

For the proof of these inequalities we will need the following lemma.

Lemma 1.5. A necessary and sufficient condition that a/unction represented by the

series (1.1) o/Theorem 1.4 be an entire /unction of finite order p is that

liminfiog(i/K|) = i
n-»oo «log« p

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that for power series given in [7]. Let

..    . . -(log |aj)
hm inf — » = u.

n- « « lOg «

Where u is 0, positive, or infinite. Then, for every positive S,

-log |an| > (u-ê)n log «       (« > p)

or

|an| < /,-»<"-*>

If u > 0, the series converges for all values of z so that/(z) is an entire function. Also,

if m is finite, let |z| =r then for large r> 1 we have |z—z(| <2r and therefore

k*+«(z-Zi)k+1-- -(z-zn)k^(z-zn+i)k- • .(z-zs)"| g \aks+n\(2ryk + \
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This gives \f(z)\<A(2r)p + 2m=P+i(2r)mm-miu-^. Let Sx denote the part of this

latter sum for which m^(Ar)ll(u~S) and S2 the remainder. Then in Sx

(2r)m ^ exp{(4r)1'(«-*>log2r}

so that

Sx < exp{(4r)1/<"-^log(2/-)}2'«-m<u-^ < Fexp^r)1«"-^ log(2r)}.

InS2

2rm-(u~S) < 2r((4r)1,("-^)-u+^ = 1/2

sothat^2<2(l/2)m<l.

Therefore

|/(z)| < Fexp{(4r)1'(u-^,log(2r)}

which means p-^l/'u-S). Letting ^^0 gives p^l/u.Ifu=co the argument with

an arbitrarily large number instead of u shows that p=0.

On the other hand, given S > 0, there is a sequence of values of m for which

— log \am\ < (u+S)mlogm   or    \am\ > m~mlu+g).

By considering the definition of am in Theorem 1.4, we see that if M(r) is the maxi-

mum of |/(z)| on a circle of radius r we have

M(r) ^ \am\rm2-m-1

and if we take r=2(2m)u+s we have

la I l2(2mY+s\m      m-m(.u + g->
M(r) 2: ^ (^^-j    > ^-(2m)^+^

= 2m(u+«-1 = exp{(«z(H+<?)-l)log2}

= ^exp{(M+<r)2-(1 + 1/(u+'í»(log2)r1'(u+á')} > exp {Armu+^}.

Since this holds for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, we have p = l/(zy + <^)

and letting <? -> 0 gives p = 1/zz. If i<=0, the argument shows that/(z) is of infinite

order.

We now have

\Tms+n-x\ = \ams+n-xml(zn-zx)m + 1- ■ ■(zn-zn-x)m + 1(zn-zn+1)m' ■ -(zn-zs)m\

< (ms+n — \)-<-ms+n~l^xi°~^fnmhms+n~1

< (ms + n-l)mil-s'p + sg)(ms + n-lY{n-mllp'S)hms + n-1

for «z sufficiently large and « = max \zt — z¡\ ; i,j= 1,.. .,s; £>0. Now if p<s the

exponent of ms + n— 1 is negative for S sufficiently small and therefore IF^+^jJ

< 1/2, if «z is sufficiently large.
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On the other hand, we can choose the coefficients am so that the

.. m log m _
lim sup —¡—-,—i = p g s

m-.o    r -log |am|

and at the same time |Fm| > 1 for all sufficiently large m. We can then modify Fm

by an amount F„ whose absolute value is less than one to make the corresponding

value of the derivative, which equals Fm + Fm, a Gaussian integer. There are at least

two such choices for F„ for each «7 = 0, 1,2,... thus constructing 2"o different

entire functions. Since \T^\ < 1 the corresponding change a„ in am satisfies

.. m log m     .
lim sup —;—T-T-r á s

„^co    v -log \a\\

so that the modified functions have order less than or equal to p, where inequality

holds for at most a countable set of the 2*° functions constructed.

In this paper we will not consider values of p which are greater than 5 but will

establish some conditions on functions with \^p<s. For example, we have the

following

Theorem 1.6. If f(z) is an entire function of order p with the property that at the

points z = 0, a all of the values of f and its derivatives are Gaussian integers and if

1 ̂ p<2 —(2/3)1'2 then f(z) satisfies a linear differential equation with Gaussian

integral coefficients.

This theorem is a special case of Theorem 2.1 which will be proved later.

This example shows that there is a gap in the possible values for the order

running from 1 up to a number we call pc. In Theorem 1.6 we obtain a lower bound

of 2 —(2/3)1'2 for pc but our conjecture (see footnote 2) is that pc = s in general as it

does in the case of Theorem 1.3. We are investigating the characteristics of func-

tions with order in this range by considering the problem from the point of view

of the relationships among several such functions. These results are given in the

following section.

II. Differential dependence.

Theorem 2.1. If f(z), i=\,...,t are entire functions of orders tap with the

property that at the s points {zT}, r=l,..., s all of the values fiin\zT), i= 1,..., t;

r=l,..., s; n = 0, I,... are Gaussian integers and

P < s-(s-l)(sl(s+t)Y'2,

then, if M is sufficiently large there exist Gaussian integers Ci;, not all zero, such that

*(*) = 2 2 CufW

is identically zero.

t       M

22
(=1 i=0
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Proof. The proof will be in two parts. We let M= [qm] where q is a constant to

be determined later and we shall first show (Lemma 2.3) that if we choose an m

sufficiently large there exist Gaussian integers CM fory=0,..., [qm] for which the

function

oí» = 22 cjwz)
¡ = i y=o

has the property that ®(k)(zr)=0; r=l,...,s; k=0,..., m-l ; and obtain an

estimate of the size of the integers Ci;.

Secondly, we shall show (Lemma 2.4) that if «z is sufficiently large we have

<J>(n)(zr)=0, r=l,.. .,s;n^m and hence 3>(z) is identically zero.

Lemma 2.2. Iff(z) is an entire function oforder ^ p where p^l then for any point

z0 we have

|/<n)(z0)| < „na-mp + E^

for all ex > 0 and all n > «o(«i, z0).

Proof. This is a special case of Lemma 1.5, since/(n)(z0)/« ! is the «th coefficient

of the Taylor series at z0. Therefore

|/(n)(z0)/«!| < «-"'<"+£i>

for large « and

\fin\zo)\ < «!«_w<i, + £i) < /7"<1-1'«> + £i»

for large «.

Lemma 2.3. If /(z),.. .,/(z) are entire functions of order ^p and with the

property that at the s points zx,..., zs we have ff(zr) Gaussian integers for all

«=0, 1,2, ...;z=l,...,i;r=l,...,s then there exist Gaussian integers Cu not all

zero such that
t    Cam]

<d(z) = 22 Cn/nz)
i=i y=o

has the property <t>(k)(zr) = 0 for /c = 0, 1,..., m— 1 ; r= 1,..., s; and such that

\C I < mMatQ2+sV2<tq~s))m~ñ

where X=l — l/(p + S) andq is a positive constant to be determined later.

Proof. Consider the sm linear expressions

t    Mm]

(2.1) yrk = 2 2 Xufii+kKzr),       k = 0,...,m-l; r=l,...,s,
i=iy=o

where x¡, is a Gaussian integer a^ + biji with 0 = aii; bi}£hf—l. This gives a total

number of right-hand sides in (2.1) of
[9m](tqm] \

a 4
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Now by Lemma 2.2, we have

i    torn] [<im]

i = l 1 = 0 i=0

where cx is a constant independent of 7 and k, so that the number of different j«z

tuples on the left side of (2.1) is no greater than

(/m-l [om] \s\2

tsmcsm   j-j-   2    hAj + ky*m\   I

where A = (l-l/(p+ <£■)) and c=2cj. Now let «î = 7T«î"w, which is possible pro-

vided

(2.3) H-m~Mm > 1.

If we estimate the size of n'^o hf we get

n «f=n (H^n-^y.
J = 0 i = 0

We also find that (2.2) can be estimated by

(m-l   /lorn] \s\2 / w-1   /     [?m] /; i   t,\W \ s\2

/!"c»[]   2*"M0'+t)"+l"1 I   = l?smcsmf]   7/2 I— )  (/+*)**) )

(m -1  /     [?m] \ s\ 2

/smcsm["| (T/2m°(,n)w,X'c) )

= f//sm»»jAsm2'2 + o("i?A2

Therefore the number of distinct y vectors will be less than the number of distinct

x vectors if

Jfsmmhsm3l2 + o(m2)  <   ugmt + o(m)„j - Ato2m2/2

or

Jjqmt - sm + oirn) >   ^m2«!«2 + s)/2)A + o(m2)

or

// = w*m((ta2 + s)/2(to.-s)) + o(m)      \f gt  > S

where, because of the ê in A we can ignore the o(m) term for sufficiently large m.

Therefore, there must be two distinct x vectors which give the same y vector and

if we choose our coefficients C0 to be the components of the difference vector of

these two vectors we will have a function <£(z) with the required properties, and with

\Q  I   < wl?i(((í«2 + s)/2((9-s))m-í)

The condition (2.3) will be satisfied if (tq2+s)l2(tq-s)-q^0 that is,

q Ú (s+(s2 + ts)ll2)lt.
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We note that the upper bound on the C¡, is then an increasing function of m.

Lemma 2.4. If p<s — (s—l)(s/(s+t))112 and m is sufficiently large then the

function 0(z) defined in Lemma 2.3 vanishes identically.

Proof. We shall prove that, for m sufficiently large, we have 0<m)(zr)=O,

r=l,..., s, and hence by induction that <J><p)(zr)=0. For/?=0, I,...; r=l,..., s

so that 3>=0. We consider the function 0(z)FIr=i (z—zr)~m and note that since

0(z) has a zero of order at least m at each point zr; r= 1,..., s this function is

entire. Therefore we can write

<t>(z)

•^-fcTi^LvD*-*
\P*T I

m\U(zT-zvT    , <j>(z)¿z

2m     'Jui=B r\(z-zPr(z-zrr+i
P*r

mlUizr-zp)m   t   [«ml r

-s£1n— 2 2 CA
L-nl ¡ = iy = o J|z|=fi

fiu\z) dz

U(z-Zpr(z-Zr)

where F>a = max {\zp\,p= 1,..., s}.

If for each i and j we now perform an integration by parts j times we can write

this in the form

m ! il (zr — Zp)m   t  [«mi
_ P*r

2t7Z
2 2 (-iy<v     y¡w¿ n(z-^)"B(z-^)_1 *•

¡=1J = 0 J|z|=B «z     \p = 1 /

We must now obtain an upper bound for the size of 10(m)(zr)| and to do this we note

that by hypothesis we have

|/(z)| < e'-"+*        z=l,...,z

for |z| =F and R^R0, and by Lemma 2.3 we have

\C-\ < rnMaiQ2 + s)l2(tQ~s)'"n~i)

In estimating

dz
jfliz-^-^z-z,)-1

p=l

we consider the function as a product of terms of the form (z—z<)-1, so that using

the product rule of differentiation we get (sm+ 1)- • (5/M+7) terms each of which

has absolute value no greater than (F—a)"(sm+i + 1) so that

«YI(Z-ZP)->»(Z-Z ,)-*

p = l

<   Ow+j). /p        \-(sm + j+l)

=    (sm)\   V        '
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We now use these to estimate |<P<m)(zr)| and get

Am*,m _L   l9m3mmrm    t    Um] , ,   -y

|<D(m)(Zr)|   < ^T~2   2   mXmq2 + S)/2(""S"m"ñ2nReB° + S Zn'i +1 •
2tt    ¡ = i^ = o (" —fl)

Now choose m large enough so that Rp0+S <m and set R=mll(p+é). We get

t     fqm]

10<mYz )| < fnoim)mm<-1 + Mi'l2+s)l2l-tQ~sn V V m~¡htnllip+iié
(sm+j)'

Since a<\m1KpJt8) for large enough «i andy^gm we can write this as

[?m]

<•  mo(m)mma + MÍ42 + s)/2(tu - s))¿ V mK -1 + 1

[gm]

H/(P+*) + !-1/0»+4

j = 0

. w - smKp + £)-ll{p + S') +1/(0 + g)em2sm +1 + lfe _|_ _y

_ mo(m)mma + Mt«2 + s)/2((9 - s) - s/(o + Sf)

Substituting (1 — 1 ¡(p + «?)) for A we find that the exponent on m is negative whenever

■ ,  , ((tq2 + s)\2(tq-s)) + s s-l
P + é   < ir,n2 , „M-,r,„     „^ ,  i   = 1+7((tq2 + s)l2(tq-s))+l ((tq2+s)l2(tq-s))+l

If we now consider the expression on the right as a function of a we find that it has

a maximum value for q = (s+(s2 + ts)ll2)lt.

Therefore, whenever

p < (s-(s-i)(si(s+t)r2) = ft

the exponent on m will be negative for some S > 0 and for «z sufficiently large we

have | <b(m)(zr)\ < 1, and since this is a nonnegative integer, it must be zero. The point

zr was chosen arbitrarily from among the s points zp (p = 1,..., s) and so we have

O<m>(zp)=0;/>=l,...,i.

In the proof of Lemma 2.4 we have shown that if the function <I>(z) of Lemma 2.3

has a zero of order m at each of the points zp,p=l,...,s then it also has a zero of

order m +1 at each of them. We can now repeat this proof of Lemma 2.4 replacing

m by m+1 and obtain a zero of order «z + 2. Therefore, by induction, ^(z) has a

zero of every order at each of the points zp;p = l,..., s and therefore is identically

zero.

As t ->■ oo we see that ft -»■ s. Thus, if we define R0 as the ring of all entire func-

tions of order £ p which have integral derivatives at the points] zu ..., zs then for

P <s this ring is a finite dimensional module over the linear differential operators

with Gaussian integral coefficients.

III. Algebraic dependence.

Theorem 3.1. If/,...,/ are entire functions with the property that the numbers

/in)(zr) are Gaussian integers for i= 1,..., t; r= 1,..., s; « = 0, 1,... and |/(z)|

<exp (|z|"+,f) (z'=l,..., t) for \z\ >r0(<%) and p<s(l — ljt) then the functions are

algebraically dependent over the integers.
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Proof. The proof will be by means of an induction. We shall first show that if M

is sufficiently large there exist Gaussian integers CUl... U(, not all zero, for which the

function

M-l     M-l

*(z)= 2 "2 c*...*sz-•■/?'
Ui = 0      U( = 0

has the property that <P(n)(zr)=0 for r= 1,..., s; «=0,..., «z-1 ; and obtain an

estimate of the size of the CUl...U(.

Secondly, we shall show that if «z is chosen sufficiently large we have O<n)(zr)=0,

r= 1,..., s; for all « = «z and hence O(z) is identically zero.

Lemma 3.2. If/(z),.. .,f(z) are entire functions of order áp where pïïl then

at any z0 we have

§=fuAz).--fHz) < wn(l-l/(o+ ^»¿71/(0+ ,?!>

where b = ux+ ■ ■ • +ut for all Sx >0 and all «>«0(<^i, z0).

Proof. By Cauchy's integral formula we have

dn ,„       .      n\   f /?i ••■/?•dn «'   C
dz

so that

y/!—/«*>

If we choose R = (n/b)1Kp+g) we get

U-zol =Zi (z — ZqY

«^TrFexpt^F+lzol)^^]
2trRn + 1

dz1
;f* ■ ■ -mzo) < wn(l - ll(p + g))p(nl(p + g))en(l + |20 \lK)" + g

=   jjild-!/(/)+#» + 0(71)^71/(0+ á1)    <    w7l(l-l/(0+á'1)¿7l/(O+1í1)

if « is sufficiently large.

Lemma 3.3. //"/,...,/ are entire functions with the property that the numbers

f¡n)(zr) are Gaussian integers for i= 1,..., t; r= 1,..., s; « = 0,... and such that

for any e > 0 there exist r(e) such that \f(z)\ <exp (|z|" + E)/or \z\ >r(e)andi=l,.. .,t

then there exist Gaussian integers CUl...U(, not all zero, such that the function

M-l M-l

*(*)= 2'"2 cul...uj^-"fHz)
1*1 = 0 uj = 0

has the property O(n)(zr) = 0; r=l,...,j;« = 0, ...,«z— 1 and

|Cttl...Ul| ■
(ms/2«¡ - s))(l - (1 - l/l)/(o + £»

where M= [(qm)llt]+1 vvz'r« a a positive constant to be determined later.
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Proof. For ease of computation we shall assume some ordering of the sub-

scripts so that we can write the expression for O as

*(z) = 2 Cuwu(z)
u

where u takes on M' different values. We now consider the set of sm homogeneous

linear equations in M' unknowns <P<Jl)(zr) = 0. If we now let M=[(qm)in] + l we can

consider the sm tuples, not necessarily all different, defined by the equations

ym = 1.u=i xuwu¡n(zr) where the xu are Gaussian integers AU + BJ and wu¡n is the «th

derivative of wu. Suppose 0^AU, BUSH— 1. Then the total number of different

Ml tuples {xu} ; u = 1,..., Ml is

7 7/2 ^ H2vm.

u = l

We must now estimate the size of an individual value yrn. In order to do this we

must estimate the size of the term wUrn(zr). This term is of the form

-Ê/Ï1-•/?<(*)    •

We can now use Lemma 3.2 and obtain

|wu,n(zr)| < Cnna-1Kp + s))bnKp + °\       r = l,...,s,

where C is independent of m and is necessary for those terms where «<«0 of

Lemma 3.2.

We have that

\yrn\ S¡ 2 HCnAnb(u)nKp + s) á HCnKn(tM)nKp + s)Mt
u = i

where A= 1 — l/(p + c), so that the number of different sm tuples {vrn} is no greater

than

m-l

((H2CMt)sm 1   [ nXns(tM)snKp + £))2 < ((//2CAF)sm(rM)<m2/2)(s,<p + e>,m<AsmZ,2) + 0<m2))2

n = l

^ ((H2C2tqm)sm(2t(qm)llt)m2sl2U>+ eWAsm2l2) + 0(m2))2

= (//smm(Asm2'2> + (m2s/2t(i> + £)) + o(m2)\2

The number of distinct y vectors {yrn} will be less than the number of distinct x

vectors {xu} if

Jjqm  >   lJsmw(Asm2/2)+(m2s/2í(íi + e)) + o(m2)

which can be satisfied by

H = m(ms'2<i3~s))(A + 1"(', + e)) + o(m)

if q>s and where because of the e we can ignore the o(m) term for sufficiently large

m. Therefore, for this H, there must be two distinct x vectors which give the same y
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vector and if we choose the coefficients Cu to be the components of the difference

vector of these two x vectors we will have a function 4>(z) with the required prop-

erties and with

\C I < ttj<ms,2(l,~s))<1_(1""1")'<')+£>>

Lemma 3.4. If p<s(l — l/t) and m is sufficiently large then the function <I>(z)

defined in Lemma 3.3 vanishes identically.

Proof. We shall prove that for m sufficiently large we have <î>(m)(zr) = 0,

r= 1,..., s, and hence by induction that 4><p)(zr) = 0 for p = 0, 1,... ; r=l,..., s

so that <t> = 0. We consider the function <5(z) I"lr«i (z — zr)~m and since this function

has a zero of order at least m at each point z„ r=l,..., s, it is entire and we can

write

*'-><;,) - £ '-**
dzm\ U(z-zp)m

P*r

Y\{Zr-ZpY
p¥=r

= 2r

m\nizT-z,r , mdz

Irri J,,,., U(z-zpr(z-zrr + 1
p¥=r

m\U(zr-zPYM^     mi fHz)...fft(z)dz
tZ7 ¿- ¿-,  *-ui...«i s
¿7" Ui = 0 ut = 0 J\Z\=R    TI (y— 7 \m(7— 7\\~\(z-zPY(z-zr)

p=l

We must now obtain an upper bound for this expression and in order to do this

we note that by hypothesis we have

|/(z)| <exp(|z|* + 0;       z'=l,...,i

for large \z\ and by Lemma 3.3 we have

|Cttl...«,| = m<ms,2("-s))<1-(1-1/"/("+'?,)       (q > s).

Now let a be chosen so that a ^ \zp\ for/>=l,..., sand we then have \z — zp\ =F — a

for p = 1,..., s. Using these estimates we now have

m\\~\\zr — zp\m M-i     M-i
lí>(mYz")l >      v*r_  T ••• T «i(ms,2(<,"s))(1"(1_1'i),(í, + ,s')>

^7r Ui = 0 Uj = 0

27rFCexp[r(M-l)F',+'f]
(R-a)sm +

Now let R = (mi-utyno+s) and we get

I***    tzry|  ^ m n.  qmrn (mi-nt\msKp + g)
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since a<\R for m sufficiently large. We can now write this as

|<&<m)(zr)| < m0im)mm(1 + 2liI^)(1-p-h(1~\))-p-h(1-l))

= ff10<m)«Zm(27^7)-^b(1-l)(2^7) + s))

(3.1)
( 2<i-s s    (      l\/l+2s-2s\\

= molm)mm\2û=ï)-0 + Ax~V\ 2«i-s)-))

= w0(m)W2(^i)(2<,-s-^(1-T)<1 + 2?-2s))-

The coefficient of the exponent m becomes negative if

2f-.-^ (1-1)0+2,-2,) <0

or

^'-'T^H'-iX'-gè)
and this can be made as close to s(l — I/O as we choose if q is chosen sufficiently

large.

Therefore, if for a given s and t we have p < s(l — l/t), we can choose a value for q

so that for sufficiently large m the corresponding function <S?(z) satisfies inequality

(3.1) above with the exponent of m negative for some <f>0. We therefore have

|0<m)(zr)| < 1 for m sufficiently large and since this is a nonnegative integer it must

be zero. The point zr was chosen arbitrarily from among the s points zp,p=l,...,s

and so we have 0(m)(zp) = 0, p = l,..., s.

In the proof of Lemma 3.4 we have shown that if the function 4>(z) of Lemma 3.3

has a zero of order m at each of the points zp;p=l,..., s then it also has a zero of

order m +1 at each of them. We can now repeat this proof of Lemma 3.4 replacing

«i by «z+1 and obtain a zero of order m + 2. Therefore, by induction, O(z) has a

zero of every order at each of the points zp; p=l,..., s and therefore is identically

zero.

IV. It may be possible to use some combination of these theorems to raise the

lower bound for pc. We can let the functions/(z) of Theorem 3.1 be a function/(z)

and some of its derivatives to obtain an algebraic differential equation which must

be satisfied by a single function. In this case the order may be low but the degree

high. We can obtain an algebraic differential equation of low degree which must be

satisfied by f(z) if p < s if we let

/(z) = /(z),   /2(z) = (/(z))2,. . .,/(z) = (/«"W

in Theorem 2.1 but the order may be high. Since functions /(z) of this type retain

their properties under differentiation, sum, and product an interesting question

which arises is : What sort of differential ring might such a function belong to ?
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It will certainly belong to some members of the following family & of differential

rings.

Let &■ be a family of rings A, closed under differentiation and with the following

three properties. If/e A then /is an entire function. For a given ring A there exist

constants p and t such that if/,...,/ are elements of A then there exist t linear

differential operators with Gaussian integer coefficients Lx,..., Lt, not all trivial,

such that Lxfx+ ■ ■ ■ +Ltft=0. Every set of p elements of A is algebraically depen-

dent. We can examine the structure of certain members of this family & more

closely by means of the following theorem for the case p=2, t=l.

Theorem 4.1. Let A be a differential ring of entire functions which is an algebra

over a ring R of complex numbers with the property that every function in A satisfies

a linear differential equation with constant coefficients and every two functions are

algebraically dependent over A. Then either A is a ring of polynomials or there exists

a nonzero constant ß so that every fe A has the form

f(z) = 2 &*>
¡=i

where the c¡ are constants and the r¡ are rational.

If F is the ring of integers and there exists an/e A which together with all its

derivatives is integral at some point z0, then f(z) is a polynomial with rational

coefficients either in z — z0 or in ez~zo and e'(s'zo} or in cosh (yjd(z — z0)) and

(l/y/d) sinh (\/d(z — z0)) where a" is a (squarefree) integer.

Proof. To prove the first part of the theorem it suffices to consider the case in

which A is an algebra over the complex numbers, since both the linear differential

equations and the algebraic dependence properties are preserved if we extend A to

an algebra over C and the conclusion for the extended algebra implies the con-

clusion for A.

Now every/(z) e A has the form

f(z) = 2Pi(z)e^
i = i

where thep¡ are polynomials of degree mx. Applying the linear operator

F = \\(D-vir^1-(D-vX"
i*k

we get F/= cev*? where c is a nonzero constant. Hence ev'z eA;i=l,...,n. Now two

functions ea2, eez are algebraically dependent if and only if a, ß are nontrivial

rationally dependent. Thus there exists a ß such that all pt have the form rtß, ri

rational.

If «ifc = 1 for some k, then applying

Ll = rj(D-vd*H+iiD-vkr*-1
i*k
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we get

L1/=(ciz + c0)e^,       e1?*0.

Thus z is in the quotient field of A and all elements of A are algebraically dependent

on z; that is, A is a ring of polynomials. This completes the proof of the first part

of the theorem.

To prove the second part of the theorem we assume without loss of generality

that z0=0. If/(z) is a polynomial in z then the coefficients/<n)(0)/«! are rational by

hypothesis.

Now assume that /(z) = 2"= i c¡er'fis:. Since / has integral valued derivatives at 0

there exists a nontrivial linear differential operator L with integral coefficients so

that

F/(0) = L/'(0) = ■ • ■ = F/<«>(0) = 0

and therefore L/= 0. This shows that ß is algebraic. If the rtß are not algebraic

conjugates, then there exist linear differential operators with integral coefficients

which annihilate some of the er<i2 but not others. Applying such an operator, we get

another nonzero function of the form /(z) = 27= i c^eV" where «j<«. We therefore

may restrict attention to the case in which all the rtß are algebraic conjugates. Now

if rtß is a conjugate ofrß, that is, ß is a conjugate of rß where r = /-i/z-i, then it is also

conjugate of rnß with «=0, ±1,_This is possible only if r= ± 1. If r= 1, then

there exists an/(z) = ce"2, c^O, so that /<n)(0) = cßn is integral for all « = 0, 1,_

This is clearly possible only if c and ß are integral. Thus, in this case A is a ring of

polynomials with rational coefficients in ez and e~z.

If r= — 1, then ß and —ß are conjugates; in other words, ß = ^/d where d is a

nonsquare rational. Then/(z) has the form

f(z) - cfk+c*-»,   (ci, c2) # (0, 0),

frn)(0) = c1ßn + c2(—ß)n is an integer for « = 0, 1,2,.... This is clearly possible only

if ß is an algebraic integer; that is, d is a nonsquare integer, and cu c2 are conjugate

elements of Q(\/d). In other words

/(z) = a(exp (\/dz) + exp ( — \/dz)) + b\/d(exp (\/dz) - exp ( - y/dz))

= 2a cosh i\Jdz) + 2b\/d sinn Wdz)

where a, b are rationals. This completes the proof.

According to Theorem 1.6 all entire functions of order p<2 — -\A>/3 which,

together with all their derivatives, are integral valued at 0 and a, a^O, satisfy linear

differential equations with integral coefficients. Now, if there existed two alge-

braically independent entire functions of this kind, then as was shown in the proof

of Theorem 4.1 there would exist two entire functions /(z), g(z) with algebraic

derivatives of all orders at 0 and a, one a nonconstant polynomial with algebraic

coefficients in e"2 and e~ßz, ß algebraic, ß^O; and the other either a nonconstant

polynomial with algebraic coefficients in z, or a nonconstant polynomial with
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algebraic coefficients in eyz and e~yz for some algebraic y with y/ß irrational. Since

no two of the quantities a, eaß, ear can be simultaneously algebraic for a ^ 0 this

leads to a contradiction. Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold and combining

this with Theorem 1.6, we have characterized all points a so that there exist non-

constant entire functions f(z) of order p < 2 — V6/3 which, together with all their

derivatives, are integral valued at 0 and a. They are

1. rational a,f(z) e Q[x],

2. a, the logarithm of a rational number,/(z) e Q[ez, e~z],

3. cosh ^da is rational of the form (1 + dr2)112, r rational, d squarefree,

f(z) e g[cosh \/dz, sinh \Zdz/\/d].
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